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a b s t r a c t

Workflow technologies have become a major vehicle for easy and efficient development of scientific
applications. A critical challenge in integrating workflow technologies with state-of-the-art resource
provisioning technologies is to determine the right amount of resources required for the execution of
workflows. This paper introduces an approximation algorithm named BTS (Balanced Time Scheduling),
which estimates the minimum number of computing hosts required to execute workflows within a
user-specified finish time. The experimental results, based on a number of synthetic workflows and
several real science workflows, demonstrate that the BTS estimate of resource capacity approaches to the
theoretical lower bound. The BTS algorithm is scalable and its turnaround time is only tens of seconds,
even with huge workflows with thousands of tasks and edges. Moreover, BTS achieves good performance
with workflows having MPI-like parallel tasks. Finally, BTS can be easily integrated with any resource
description languages and resource provisioning systems since the resource estimate of BTS is abstract.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A challenge faced by scientists and engineers in exploiting
cyberinfrastructure for scientific computing is how to transform
their knowledge and legacy software to ensure a smooth
transition to new computing environments. An increasingly
popular solution is to use high-level application descriptions
such as workflow, which can specify the overall behavior
and structure of applications, regardless of target execution
environments. Mostly, a workflow is represented as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) with nodes and edges, which represent
tasks and data/control dependencies between tasks, respectively.
Once an application is specified in this high-level representation,
workflow management systems such as Pegasus [9], Askalon [12],
and Triana [44] can deal with the complexities of application
management, and execute the workflow on distributed resources
across multiple organizations.

Furthermore, the advances of high-performance distributed
computing technologies are enabling researchers to explore more
complex phenomena in a variety of disciplines [18,27,33,28]. One
of the characteristics of emerging scientific applications is time-
targeted execution. For example, LEAD (Linked Environments for
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Atmospheric Discovery) which orchestrates data collection and
simulation experiments to forecast the formation and evolution
of tornados, can acquire, configure, and exploit computing
resources rapidly and automatically in response to weather
changes [33]. Similarly, the SCEC (Southern California Earthquake
Center) project determines which geographic area is subject to
the highest acceleration by calculating wave propagation on-
demand [28]. However, the ad-hoc resource allocation strategies
of existing scientific workflow systems, which are normally based
on experience or arbitrary guesses of users, cannot satisfy the time
constraints of applications even though theworkflow technologies
significantly alleviate the burdens of application development for
scientists and engineers.

In the meantime, the coordination and provisioning of dis-
tributed resources have been challenging issues for a number of
distributed computing communities. Some notable achievements
are the state-of-the-art resource virtualization technologies such
as COD (Cluster on-demand) [17], Virtual Grid [22,21], and com-
pute clouds (e.g., Amazon’s EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) [11] and
Eucalyptus [31]) which enable on-demand resource provisioning.
In addition, leveraging the resource specification techniques such
as RSL [7], JSDL [2], ClassAd [36], vgDL [21], and SLA (Service Level
Agreement), users can allocate resource collections with complex
requirements on demand.

We notice that workflow management systems and resource
provisioning systems are complementary to each other. For exam-
ple, workflow management systems can better exploit computing
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resources since the sophisticated resource management of provi-
sioning systems enables better allocation, considering a variety of
factors such as time constraints, performance, resource dynamics,
fault-tolerance, reliability, and cost. On the contrary, resource pro-
visioning systems can havewell-defined interfaces for applications
via workflowmanagement systems, independent of detailed spec-
ification of applications. These two technologies can be integrated
in an intuitive manner delivering a better computing environment
to scientists and engineers.

A critical issue of this integration is the type and the amount
of resources that workflow systems should request to provision-
ing systems to ensure successful execution of applications with re-
spect to their time constraints. From the perspective of high-level
workflows, the most important attribute is the number of com-
puting resources because the resource set size is a key factor that
determines the total execution time (makespan) of workflow ap-
plication and the financial cost of resource allocation. If the amount
of resources is large enough, the parallel execution of indepen-
dent tasks can reduce their execution time. However, too many
resources can lead to low resource utilization, high scheduling
overhead, and high resource allocation cost. On the other hand, if
the amount of resources is too small, the execution time of work-
flow can increase and in consequence the time constraints of ap-
plication cannot be satisfied. Note that this problem is different
from conventional workflow scheduling [24,10,49,45,41,1,40] or
cost-optimization problems [50,48,42,29,6], which merely aim to
minimize the application runtime on a fixed set of guaranteed re-
sources. On the contrary, we optimize the resource allocation cost
over unbounded dynamic resources while the application’s finish
time can be adjusted within its time budget.

As a solution, we propose a heuristic algorithmnamed Balanced
Time Scheduling (BTS), which estimates the minimum number
of computing resources required to execute a workflow within
a given deadline. Our algorithm has several benefits. First, BTS
is very efficient; it requires fewer computing resources to run
the same workflow than the approaches based on conventional
workflow scheduling techniques. Second, BTS is a polynomial
algorithm of low complexity, which is scalable to very large
workflows consisting of tens of thousands of tasks and edges.
The experiments with synthetic workflows and several real
workflows of scientific applications demonstrate the efficiency
of our algorithm with respect to cost and performance. Third,
BTS can handle workflows with MPI-like parallel tasks whose
subtasks are executed concurrently on distinct resources. Finally,
the resource capacity estimate of BTS is independent of target
language, resource environments, and detailed specifications of
resources, so it can be easily integrated with a variety of resource
provisioning systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
defines the resource capacity estimate problem. In Section 3, we
provide an overview of prior studies closely related to our work.
Section 4 details the proposed algorithm. Themethodology and the
experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper with future research directions.

2. Problem specification

The initiative for this study comes from our efforts to
interoperate two distinct systems of application management
and resource management. Specifically, we are interested in
executing high-level applications described as workflows on
virtual computing resources configured on demand by resource
provisioning systems. In general, the cost of using provisioned
resources is based on the amount of resources and their time
length. Therefore, optimizing resource allocation to minimize the
financial cost is critical in such computing environments.
Before we detail the problem, let us discuss first why
minimizing the number of resources is crucial in provisioned
resource environments. As a motivational example, we consider
a simple case where a scientist wants to run a Montage [18]
workflow, which is an astronomical image mosaic engine, just
one time on batch-controlled resources with user-level advance
reservation. In order to complete a Montage workflow containing
200 tasks as early as possible, at least 130 distinct processors are
required because the Montage workflow’s degree of parallelism is
130. In practice, it takes 20 min to complete the workflow on 130
Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz processors equipped with 2 GB RAM. Since the
unit of reservation duration for most batch systems in production
is an hour, which is also true for compute clouds like EC2, the
scientist would allocate 130 units (=130 processors × 1 h) to
minimize the completion time. However, relaxing the deadline
enables the same workflow to finish with fewer resources.
For instance, the workflow can finish in 22 min only with 33
processors, which corresponds to 33 units, while we can further
delay the finish time up to one hour with 12 processors, which
corresponds to 12 units. This example shows that maximizing
the resource utilization with minimum units can be more cost-
effective than minimizing the execution time as long as the
time constraint imposed by the application (e.g., deadline) or
resource management (e.g., allocation duration unit, maximum
allocation duration) are respected. Because of the improper
estimate of resource requirement, the scientist has to pay the
premiummore than 10 times for the same computation.Motivated
by this observation, this paper proposes the Balanced Time
Scheduling (BTS) algorithmwhich estimates theminimumamount
of computing resources required to finish a workflow within a
given deadline. Our algorithm has been designed, based on the
following models on platform, resource, and application.

2.1. Platform model

Fig. 1 depicts the components of the computing platform and
their interactions assumed in this paper. The computing plat-
form consists of five main components: workflow management
system, resource provisioning system, allocated computing re-
sources, global storage system, and resource capacity estimator.
Theworkflowmanagement system plans and executes tasks of the
application’s workflow on the allocated computing resources ac-
cording to the workflow profile and the user’s specified require-
ments (resource specification, deadline, etc.). More specifically, the
workflow management system takes care of the data and con-
trol flow of applications and drives the execution of application
tasks, handling parallelism, asynchronous event processing, syn-
chronization, etc. The allocated computing resources supply com-
puting power to the workflow management system, which are
dynamically configuredby the resource provisioning systemonde-
mand. The workflowmanagement system also lets allocated com-
puting resources interactwith the global storage system to retrieve
inputs of tasks, and stores the intermediate results and outputs of
tasks. The global storage system can be either a networked stor-
age of local computing resources or leased storage such as Amazon
S3 (Simple Storage Service) [39]. Similarly, the workflow manage-
ment system consults with the resource capacity estimator, which
implements the BTS algorithm. The resource capacity estimator
determines the amount of resources, using the workflow informa-
tion (e.g., the execution time of tasks, the amount of data trans-
ferred between tasks, etc.) and the user-specified requirements
(e.g., the target finish time, the budget for resource acquisition,
etc.).

2.2. Resource model

In this platform model, the provisioning system mediates be-
tween individual resource providers and applications; it acquires
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Fig. 1. Execution of workflow in the integrated platform of Pegasus and Virtual Grid.
a collection of computing hosts from resource providers on
behalf of applications based on the published resource spec-
ifications and users’ resource requirements. A computing host
represents an independent processing unit equipped with CPU,
memory, storage, and network interface on which any task of
workflow can be executed. All computing hosts collected and al-
located by the provisioning system satisfy a variety of users’ re-
quirements such as performance, availability, bandwidth and so
on, and they are completely connected to each other by network.
These computing hosts are resources that have similar or compa-
rable configuration and performance per application basis. There-
fore, our algorithm treats these computing hosts as homogeneous
resources even though they can be instantiated by heterogeneous
resources from various resource providers such as Grid and Com-
pute Cloud as long as the actual resources satisfy the users’ require-
ments. This approachmakes the BTS algorithm simpler and help to
lessen the scheduling overhead ofworkflowmanagement systems.

We also assume that the set of computing hosts for a given
application are allocated at the beginning of workflow execution
and held throughout the application’s lifespan without any
changes in the set configuration. In addition, the computing hosts
are dedicated only for the user and available immediately so that
the subtasks of application do not experience queueing delay,
interference by other users’ tasks, etc. We understand that a
fully elastic allocation scheme where resources are dynamically
acquired on demand and released as soon as they become idle
is more efficient in theory. However, the fully elastic scheme
may not be cost-effective because of two reasons. First, the
frequent allocation and release of computing hosts introduce high
initialization and cleanup overhead of up to severalminutes,which
is included in the use time. As such the effective time available
for actual computation is reduced. Second, since most of resource
providers in production charge for resource use on an hourly basis,
you still have to pay for thewhole unit time even though resources
may be mostly idle especially when the execution time of task is
much shorter than the unit time. For this reason, this paper covers
only a static allocation scheme which focuses on increasing the
utilization of the fixed number of computing hosts while a fully
elastic allocation scheme considering the initialization/cleanup
overhead and charge policy is left for future research.

To represent the amount of computing power required to
execute an application, we use the term, Resource Capacity (RC),
which is determined by performance factor, processor clock rate,
and the number of computing hosts. Since the computing hosts in
a virtual computing resource set are assumed to be homogeneous,
the resource capacity in this paper can be simplified as the number
of computing hosts. Finally, the financial cost is calculated as the
product of resource capacity and the allocation duration. Since the
allocation duration is determinedby the deadline given by the user,
the financial cost increases linearly with the resource capacity.
2.3. Application model

An application workflow is represented by a directed acyclic
graph w = (T , E) where T is a set of vertices representing n
tasks ti ∈ T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and E denotes directed edges between
two tasks (ti, tj) ∈ E, ti, tj ∈ T , ti ≠ tj indicating ti should be
executed before tj. P(t) ⊂ T and C(t) ⊂ T represent the set of
immediate predecessors and immediate successors of a task t ∈ T ,
respectively. Similarly, A(t) ⊂ T and D(t) ⊂ T denote the set of all
ancestor tasks and descendant tasks of t ∈ T , respectively.

A task execution is non-preemptive and exclusively uses one
or more computing hosts. Each task t ∈ T is associated with
two values given by ET (t) ∈ N and HR(t) ∈ N, which represent
the execution time and the host requirement of t , respectively.
We assume that performance models of application are known
per resource and accordingly the execution time of individual
tasks can be derived from the performance models. Typically, the
execution of a task consists of three phases, downloading of input
data from the storage system, running the task which consists
of computing and communication with remote computing hosts,
and transferring output data to the storage system. Thus, ET (t)
is determined by the computation time of tasks and the size of
input/output data. ET (t) is expressed in a relative time unit termed
UT (unit time).

The host requirement,HR(t), denotes the number of computing
hosts that a task simultaneously occupies throughout its execution.
For example, a parallel processing task such as anMPI-task requires
more than one fully-connected computing hosts at the same
time while a sequential task can be executed on a single host
independently.

In addition, the host requirement can be malleable or rigid.
For instance, parameter study applications have malleable host
requirements because the degree of parallelism can be adjusted
according to thenumber of available computinghosts,while that of
a sequential task or aMPI-task is rigid because it requires the exact
number of hosts. In this paper, we call a task with a malleable host
requirement as anM-taskwhile a task with rigid host requirement
as an R-task. We use two symbols, TM and TR, to represent the set of
M-tasks and R-tasks, respectively. According to Amdahl’s law, the
execution time ET (t) of an M-task can be expressed by (1), where
FET (t) represents the execution time of the task on a single host
and SET (t) is the rigid computation part of FET (t).

ET (t) = SET (t) +
FET (t) − SET (t)

HR(t)
. (1)

FET (t) and SET (t) should be given by users for every M-task. For
R-tasks, FET (t) and SET (t) are equal to ET (t).
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2.4. Working scenario

In our previous study [19], we built a real platform by
integrating Pegasus [9] and Virtual Grid [22]. Pegasus is aworkflow
management framework which enables a user to describe the
logical behavior of an application via an abstract workflow. It maps
the abstract workflow onto distributed resources via intelligent
workflow planning and executes the application tasks in a fault-
tolerant manner using Condor DAGMan [8]. On the other hand,
Virtual Grid (VG) enables the user to program a computing
environment using a resource description language named vgDL,
specifying the temporal and spatial resource requirements via
resource slots [20].

As shown in Fig. 1, the user initially specifies the application-
specific information of resource requirements (e.g., processor type
and memory capacity), the application-level information (e.g.,
location of executables, data, and replica), and the application
finish time (e.g., deadline), at the time the workflow is submitted
to Pegasus. Then, the resource capacity estimator intercepts
the resource information before the ordinary planning stage of
Pegasus, determines the number of computing hosts required to
complete the workflow within the given deadline, and finally
synthesizes a vgDL description (see the right top box of Fig. 1).
In this example, the user needs a cluster consisting of three
1 GHz Opteron processors and 2 GB of memory to execute the
application in one hour. The requirements of computing units (i.e.,
processor type, clock rate, memory capacity) are embedded in the
computing host specification and the requested finish time (i.e.,
1 h) is converted to the slot duration specification. The cluster
size of 3 is determined automatically by the estimator. Once the
estimator submits this description, the Virtual Grid execution
system provisions resources and then Pegasus continues normal
planning and execution with the acquired resources.

3. Related work

Before discussing the work most relevant to our study, we
first discuss the well-known workflow scheduling approaches to
clarify the problem discussed in this paper. The main objective of
conventional workflow scheduling is to minimize the makespan
of workflow for a given resource set. Most algorithms rely on
a list scheduling technique, which assigns a ranking value to
each task in a workflow and schedules tasks in a descending
order of their ranking values. The list scheduling algorithm
achieves quite a good performance with relatively small time
complexity [45,1,41,35]. For instance, HEFT [45] is one of the
most popular workflow scheduling algorithms based on list
scheduling. HEFT considers both communication and computation
time and achieves good performance. The details about workflow
scheduling algorithms and their characteristics are available in
[24,49,10]. In addition to list scheduling, other techniques such
as dividing DAG into several levels [40], greedy randomized
adaptive search [4], task duplication [38], and critical path first [45]
were also proposed for workflow scheduling. There were many
studies for scheduling mixed-parallel workflows including tasks
whose host requirements are malleable [34,30,37,23]. These
algorithms decide how many processors should be allocated to
each task prior to finding the task schedule. CPA (Critical Path
and Allocation) [34] is known to have good performance and
low complexity in homogeneous resource environment. The main
difference between our research and the conventional workflow
scheduling techniques is that the latter aims at minimizing the
makespan over limited resources. By contrast, our goal is to find the
size of the minimum resource set that satisfies a given deadline.

A noticeable workflow management system was presented
in [32]. Pandey et al. conducted the processing of brain image
registration application for fMRI (functional magnetic resonance
imaging) in the form of workflow on a Grid platform. Their
workflowmanagement systemuses a just-in-time scheduler based
on list-scheduling which achieves less makespan, better storage-
load distribution, and higher flexibility. In the paper, they made
an interesting comment that an SLA-based workflow scheduling
is needed to minimize the usage of bandwidth for data-intensive
applications as well as to handle the dynamic change of resource
status. However, any details about their algorithm were not
presented in the paper.

Another category of scheduling studies is workflow scheduling
over unbounded resources. In practice, clustering techniques [14]
such as DSC [47] and CASS-II [25] calculate the amount of resources
required to minimize the makespan as well as the resulting
schedules. To reduce the makespan, the clustering algorithms
remove the data transfer between dependant tasks by scheduling
them on the same cluster. Similar to the conventional workflow
scheduling algorithms, however, their main focus is to minimize
the makespan.

Cost-minimization of workflow execution is also close to our
study. Singh et al. [42] used genetic algorithms to find optimal
task-resource mappings for minimizing both financial cost and
makespan. Cost optimization is also an important issue in project
management. Scheduling techniques for project management [16]
calculate Float that represents the schedulable time range of
each subtask and finds optimal task-resource mappings using a
linear programming technique. Conceptually, our problem can be
considered as a cost-minimization problem with a time constraint
over unbound resources. That is, our objective is to find a
mechanism for estimating the minimal resource set required for
successful workflow execution. Our algorithm also uses a notion
of schedulable duration similar to Float. The major difference
between the conventional cost-minimization problem and our
study is that the former mainly focuses on selecting a subset of
limited resources whose properties such as unit cost and available
time range are known. On the contrary, our approach assumes
that the resource universe and resource selection mechanism are
completely opaque.

Yu et al. [50,48] presented another set of noteworthy stud-
ies focusing on deadline-based workflow scheduling. As an
improvement over the Time Distribution scheme [50] which dis-
tributes a deadline to subgraphs and performs cost-optimization
for each subgraph, Yu et al. proposed a genetic approach to find
cost-optimal scheduling [48]. Similar to our study, they tried to find
optimal scheduling that minimizes the budget/deadline with the
deadline/budget constraints. The main difference from [48] is that
BTS focuses on finding the minimum amount of resources (termed
as service in [48]), assuming an infinite resource pool. To the con-
trary, the scheduling algorithm in [48] focused on finding the op-
timal mapping between tasks and a given set of services. The full
information about the set of services including the cost and theper-
formance metrics of each service and the size of the set should be
given as input parameters. The time complexity of the scheduling
algorithm proposed in [48] is likely to increase as the size of ser-
vice set increases and the algorithm is not likely scaled well with a
huge set of resources while BTS is independent of that.

There were very few studies with the exactly same goal as
ours. Sudarsanam et al. [43] proposed a simple technique for
estimating the amount of resources. They iteratively calculated
makespans and utilizations for numerous resource configurations
and determined the best one. Wieczorek et al. proposed a general
mechanism for a bi-criteria workflow scheduling heuristic based
on dynamic programming called DCA [46]. It generates and checks
candidate schedules iteratively and finds the best among them.Our
problem can be solved by DCA when two criteria are workflow’s
makespan and resource capacity. Even though these approaches
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are likely to find an optimal solution, it does not scale well with
large workflows and large resource sets.

Huang et al. [15] proposed a mechanism for finding the
minimum resource collection (RC) size required to complete a
workflow within the minimum execution time. The RC size is
determined according to empirical data gathered from many
sample workflows, by varying such parameters as the DAG size,
communication-computation ratio, parallelism, and regularity.
Even though this approach achieves reasonable performance for
workflows with similar characteristics to those of the sample
workflows, it does not guarantee that its estimates are correct for
arbitrary workflows. Additionally, the parallelism and regularity
cannot be calculated deterministically forworkflowswith complex
structures. Due to such limitations, this approach is only useful for
some limited classes of workflows. By contrast, our algorithm can
be applied to any type ofworkflows and it does not require a kind of
training phase since our algorithm directly analyzes the workflow
structure. Finally, our algorithm can arbitrarily explore any desired
finish times greater than the minimum execution time.

4. BTS algorithm

4.1. Motivation

The BTS algorithm is motivated by a simple idea that a task can
be delayed as long as its time constraint is satisfied and other tasks
can exploit the slack time created by such artificial delay. Fig. 2 il-
lustrates how this simple idea can reduce the number of resources
required to execute an example workflow. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show
the structure and task properties (ET (t) and HR(t)) of the example
workflow, respectively. A naive resource capacity estimate is to use
four processors to exploit the maximum parallelism of the work-
flow as in Fig. 2(c). Then, thisworkflow finishes in seven time units,
which is the sum of execution times of tasks on the longest path
(i.e., tasks 1, 2, and 6). However, tasks 4 and 5 use the resources
only during a partial period of time, and the resources are idle in the
remaining time. We can delay tasks 3, 4, and 5 arbitrarily without
penalty as long as they can finish their executions by the finish time
of task 2. For instance, we can execute tasks 3, 4, and 5 sequentially
on a single host, because the sum of their execution times is equal
to the execution time of task 2. In consequence, we can schedule
all the tasks using only two hosts, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

BTS embodies this idea, leveraging the list scheduling tech-
nique, to determine locally optimal time schedule of each task and
to find the minimum resource capacity for workflows. BTS is a
heuristic algorithm with a polynomial time complexity with re-
spect to workflow size, |T | and |E|, and accordingly it scales well
even with large workflows.

4.2. Approach

Given a workflow w = (T , E) and its requested finish time
(RFT ), BTS estimates the minimum resource capacity (RC). BTS
tries to balance the number of computing hosts occupied by tasks
over time by exploiting the slack times of individual tasks and
minimizing the peak value (i.e., the maximum number of hosts
required at a certain time).

Tasks of a workflow can be scheduled at any time between 0
and RFT as long as dependencies between tasks are preserved. We
use ST (t) to represent the start time of a task t ∈ T determined
by BTS. NH(S, x) denotes the number of computing hosts allocated
for a set of tasks S, at specific time x. NH(S, x) is determined by the
sum of host requirements of all tasks in S which are scheduled to
be executed at x.

NH(S, x) =

−
{t|ST (t)≤x<ST (t)+ET (t),t∈S}

HR(t), 0 ≤ x < RFT . (2)
We divide the time range from 0 to RFT into RFT/UT time slots.
The i-th time slot is the time range from i · UT to (i + 1) · UT .
As ET (t), ST (t) is also expressed per unit of UT . Without loss of
generality, we can assume that UT = 1 and then the domain of x
of NH(S, x) is a set of RFT time slots such that {x | 0 ≤ x < RFT ,
x ∈ Z}.

Then, the minimum resource capacity of a workflow w =

(T , E) is equal to the maximum value of NH(T , x). BTS tries to
find the best balanced combination of start times of all tasks
and host requirements of all M-tasks. BTS is composed of three
phases: initialization, task placement, and task redistribution. In
the following subsections, we discuss each phase in more details.

4.3. Initialization

In the initialization phase, BTS computes the initial values of
basic properties used to determine the host requirement and the
start time of each task. The properties and their symbols are
summarized in Table 1. Since a workflow can consist of sub-
workflows with multiple entries and exits, the first thing the BTS
algorithm does is to add two virtual tasks, a top task and a bottom
task, with zero execution time. Then, the top task spawns all actual
entry tasks of the workflow while the bottom task joins all actual
exit tasks.

BTS relies on the key concept named Schedulable Duration (SD)
throughout the estimation process. Schedulable duration of a task
is the time range between Earliest Start Time (EST) and Latest Finish
Time (LFT) within which the task can be scheduled at any time
without violating the time constraints of the workflow. The length
of schedulable duration of task is calculated by (3). EST of a task
is the earliest time at which the task can be scheduled when all
ancestor tasks finish as early as possible as defined in (4). On the
contrary, LFT of a task is the latest time at which the task can
be scheduled when all descendant tasks are executed as late as
possible before RFT as defined in (5). EST and LFT of tasks are
updated over time whenever BTS determines the start time or the
host requirements of dependent tasks.

The minimum EST of task ti is the earliest start time when
exploiting the maximum parallelism with unlimited resources as
in (6). It is an EST calculated under the assumption that ET (t) =

SET (t) + 1 for all M-tasks. This value is equal to the length of the
shortest path from the top task to the corresponding task. As such,
the minimum EST of the bottom task is the minimum makespan
of the workflow. On the contrary, themaximum LFT of task ti is the
latest finish timewhen there is no resource limit as in (7). It is equal
to LFT when ET (t) = SET (t) + 1 for all M-tasks.

|SD(t)| = LFT (t) − EST (t) − ET (t) (3)

EST (ti) = max
∀tj∈P(ti)−Ts,∀tk∈P(ti)∩Ts

{EST (tj)

+ ET (tj), ST (tk) + ET (tk), 0} (4)

LFT (ti) = min
∀tj∈C(ti)−Ts,∀tk∈C(ti)∩Ts

{LFT (tj)

− ET (tj), ST (tk), RFT } (5)

ESTmin(ti) = max
∀tj∈P(ti)

{EST (tj) + ET (tj), 0} (6)

LFTmax(ti) = min
∀tj∈C(ti)

{LFT (tj) − ET (tj), RFT }. (7)

In the initialization phase, BTS first checks whether RFT is valid
or not. If the given RFT is smaller than the minimum makespan of
the workflow, BTS returns an error. If the given RFT is valid, BTS
initializes the host requirement of all M-tasks as well as ESTs and
LFTs of all tasks by the algorithm described in Fig. 3. First, BTS sets
the host requirements of all tasks to their maximum value (line 1).
Then, BTS calculates the minimum EST of all tasks by conducting
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(a) Workflow
structure.

(b) Task
information.

(c) Naive scheduling. (d) Optimal
scheduling.

Fig. 2. Comparison of two scheduling strategies for minimummakespan of an example workflow.
Table 1
Symbols of values used in BTS algorithm.

Symbols Description

A(t) Set of all ancestor task of a task t ∈ T
D(t) Set of all descendant task of a task t ∈ T
P(t) Set of all immediate predecessor task of a task t ∈ T
C(t) Set of all immediate successor task of a task t ∈ T
ET (t) Execution time of a task t ∈ T
FET (t) Total execution time of aM-task t ∈ T
SET (t) Execution time of serial part of aM-task t ∈ T
HR(t) Host requirement of a task t ∈ T
ST (t) Start time of a task t ∈ T determine by BTS
SD(t) Schedulable duration of a task t ∈ T
EST (t) Earliest start time of a task t ∈ T
LFT (t) Latest finish time of a task t ∈ T
ESTmin(t) Minimum EST of task t ∈ T
LFTmax(t) Maximum LFT of a task t ∈ T
NH(S, x) ThenumberofcomputinghostsallocatedforasetoftasksSatspecifictimex
Ts Set of tasks whose ST (t) is determined
Fig. 3. Initialization algorithm in BTS.

a reverse depth first search starting from the bottom task and
calculates the maximum LFT of all tasks by conducting a depth
first search starting from the top task (line 2). Next, BTS repeatedly
increases the execution time of the task that has the highest host
requirement, anticipating the peak resource requirement to be
reduced, unless it violates the time constraint (lines 5, 6). With
each increase, ESTs and LFTs of all dependent tasks are updated
(line 7). Through the loop from line 4 through 9, M-tasks’ host
requirements are evenly reduced and overall this initialization
of task properties helps to reduce the search space in the task
placement phase and the task redistribution phase. After the
initialization phase, ESTs, LFTs, andHRs of all tasks are determined.

The time complexity of these operations isO(ner)where n is the
number of tasks, e is the number of edges, and r is the number of
time slots which is equal to RFT . In the worst case, for nM-task,
there are r times increases and each increase causes at most e
updates of ESTs or LFTs of all dependant tasks.

As an example, given a workflow with seven tasks and RFT of 8
UTs, Fig. 4 presents the summary of property values determined
at the end of the initialization phase. Tasks t3 and t4 are M-
tasks which may be parameter study applications. Tasks t5 and t7
are R-tasks with host requirements greater than one which may
represent MPI applications. Tasks t1, t2, and t6 are sequential tasks
executed on a single computing host; they are R-tasks and their
host requirements are all one.
4.4. Task placement

BTS performs preliminary scheduling of tasks, using a heuristic
algorithm during the task placement phase. Fig. 5 shows the
task placement algorithm in detail where Ts represents the set
of tasks whose start time is set by BTS. Ts increases from ∅ to T
during the task placement phase. The task placement algorithm
iterates three steps until the start times of all tasks are determined.
BTS first selects a task with the smallest SD among unscheduled
tasks (line 2) and then determines the best start time of the task
within its schedulable duration (lines 3, 4). Finally, it updates
ESTs and LFTs of its all dependent tasks to reflect the changes
in the time constraints of the task (lines 5, 6). Once the task
placement phase finishes, the start time (ST (t)) of every task is
determined.

A rule of thumb for task placement is to give higher priority
to a task with less flexibility. More specifically, BTS uses three
rules to determine the priority of the task being placed. First,
the task with the narrowest schedulable duration is considered
first because tasks with wide schedulable durations are likely
to find a time slot even if they are considered later. Second, if
multiple tasks have the same schedulable duration, tasks with
large host requirements have priority. Finally, if these rules
cannot differentiate the priority, BTS compares the number of
independent tasks. Task t is independent of task t ′ when task t has
no precedence relationship with task t ′, i.e., t ′ ∉ A(t) ∪ D(t). Since
independent tasks can be scheduled in the same time slot without
conflicts, tasks with more independent tasks have more flexibility.
Thus, BTS schedule with less independent tasks first.

BTS uses a greedy algorithm to determine the start time of a task
(ST (t)) within its schedulable duration. BTS checks (|SD(t)| + 1)
possible start times, and selects the one with minimum NH(Ts, x)
(line 3). If multiple start times have the same minimum NH(Ts, x),
BTS selects the earliest or latest one among the candidates
according to the rule described at line 4 in Fig. 5, anticipating
that more tasks can utilize the slack time created by the task
placement. BTS compares the average host requirement of all
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Fig. 4. An example workflow and associated information after the initialization phase when the RFT is 8 UTs. In the right table, EST (t), ESTmin(t), LFT (t), and LFTmax(t) of
all tasks and ET (t) and HR(t) of all M-tasks (t3, t4) are determined as the result of the initialization phase, while all the other values are given by the user.
Fig. 5. Task placement algorithm in BTS.

ancestors and descendants over time and selects the earliest if
it has more descendants or the latest otherwise; we do not use
a candidate in the middle to avoid fragmentation of the slack
time.

The overall time complexity of this task placement algorithm
is O(n(n + r + e)). The task selection and scheduling is repeated
n times, which accounts for all tasks in the workflow. Since
the schedulable durations of unplaced tasks are updated in each
iteration, BTS conducts a linear search to find the task with the
highest priority at the beginning of iteration, which requires at
most n times. For the task with the highest priority, finding the
minimum NH(Ts, x) within its scheduling duration requires at
most |SD(t)| comparisons, which are proportional to r . Finally,
ESTs and LFTs of all dependent tasks should be updated at most e
times.

Fig. 6 illustrates how task placement works for the workflow
shown in Fig. 4, when RFT is given as eight UTs. The x-axis
represents time slots where each task is placed and y-axis depicts
the resulting NH(Ts, x). As shown in the table, task t5 that has
the shortest SD and the largest HR is first placed at the time
slot 5. Then, tasks t1, t4, and t6 are placed at the only possible
time slots as depicted in step 2. At step 3, task t3 is scheduled at
the earliest possible time slot which minimizes NH(Ts, x) within
its schedulable duration, since the average host requirements of
its ancestor tasks are smaller than that of its descendant tasks.
Similarly, task t7 is scheduled at the latest time slot. Finally, task
t2 is scheduled at the time slot 2 at step 4.

4.5. Task redistribution

The task placement algorithm does not always find an optimal
solution. For example, task t7 in Fig. 6 is forced to be placed in
time slot 7 where t6 is already placed due to task t5. However, if
task t4 is relocated, better placements for smaller resource capacity
are available. To deal with the unbalance of NH(T , x) in the task
placement phase, we introduce another phase, task redistribution.
The main idea of task redistribution is to reduce the resource
capacity by relocating tasks in the most resource demanding slots,
i.e., time slots with the largest NH(T , x), to adjacent slots or by
changing host requirements of tasks.

Fig. 7 shows the high-level description of the task redistribution
algorithm. For each task placed in the most resource demanding
time slots (tb ∈ Tbusy), BTS tries to relocate them between
ESTmin(tb) and LFTmax(tb) or to change its host requirement
(HR(tb)) in order to reduce the maximum NH(T , x) of the time
slot on which the task is placed. In other words, tasks in busy
time slots are moved to relatively idle time slots and eventually
the total resource requirement over time is balanced. A relocation
can involve cascading relocations of dependent tasks, in order
to preserve the precedence between tasks. Whenever the new
start time of relocated task is earlier than the finish time of
any precedent tasks, the preceding task must also be relocated
before the new start time. The new start time is selected as
closely as possible to the original, to minimize the impact on
dependent tasks. BTS first tries to relocate tasks to earlier time
slots in ascending order of ST (t) until no relocation can reduce
the maximum NH(T , x) by MoveLeft (lines 3–5). BTS then tries
to relocate tasks to later time slots in descending order of
ST (t) + ET (t) by MoveRight (lines 6–8). BTS stops when no
more relocation is possible, and returns the maximum value of
resulting NH(T , x) as the resource capacity for the workflow
(line 9).
Fig. 6. Changes in resulting NH(Ts, x) after each iteration of the task placement phase for the workflow in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7. Task redistribution algorithm in BTS.

The time complexity of the task redistribution algorithm is
O(nr2). All tasks are checked if they can be relocated to the earliest
time slot or to the latest time slot. For each time slot, all possible
host requirements are checked for every M-task. The number of
time slots to be checked for task t is equal to LFTmax(t)− ESTmin(t)
and the range of host requirement is between 1 to FET (t)−SET (t),
both of which are proportional to r . In summary, the overall time
complexity of the BTS algorithm is given by O(ner + n2

+ nr2).
Fig. 8 illustrates how the task redistribution algorithm deals

with the imbalance of task placement shown in Fig. 6. The most
resource demanding slot is slot 7 where tasks t6 and t7 are placed.
First, BTS tries to move task t6 to earlier time slots. The movement
is propagated to tasks t5 and t4. In order to preserve the precedence
relation with task t5, BTS changes the host requirement of task t4
from 2 to 1 instead of moving the start time of t4 to an earlier
time slot since t4 is an M-task. In step 2, because no movement
can reduce the resource capacity, i.e., the maximum NH(T , x), BTS
stops and concludes that two hosts are sufficient to finish this
workflow within eight UTs.
5. Experiments

5.1. Methodology

The design focus of the BTS algorithm is to reduce the financial
cost which is proportional to the resource capacity as well as
to minimize the time complexity of the estimation as long as
the given deadline is satisfied. In this section, we present the
experimental results, focusing on these factors. Since we employ a
heuristic approach for solving an NP-hard problem, the first metric
of interest is the quality of algorithm in terms of the optimality of
results. Since our platformmodel assumes that all computing hosts
are held throughout the workflow execution, computing hosts can
be under-utilized except peak times. Thus, we evaluate the cost
overhead compared to the fully elastic allocation scheme whose
cost is calculated as the sumof the execution timemultiplied by the
host requirement of every task ignoring any start-up and cleaning
overhead. Second, as advanced workflow planning infrastructures
enable exploration of complex applicationworkflows and resource
provisioning systems facilitate large-scale distributed resources
on-demand, the scalability of algorithms is critical for adaptation
to emerging computing environments. Thus, we measure the
turnaround time of the BTS algorithm and compare it to other
approaches. Last, the real execution time of a workflow can be
different from the predicted value. Itmay be caused by contentions
on shared resources or the heterogeneity of computing hosts. We
measure the effect of errors in prediction on the makespan of the
workflow and the probability of deadline miss.

One of the important features of BTS is that it is applicable to
any type of workflows. We used five real application workflows
in science disciplines. We also use randomly generated workflows,
which are complex and unstructured, to complement the diversity
of workflows.

5.2. Comparison of algorithms

We evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm by comparing it to
the following three approaches.

• FU (Full Utilization without dependencies): FU determines the
resource capacity as the total resource usage divided by RFT
under the assumption that all hosts are fully utilized and data
dependencies are ignored. The total resource usage is calculated
as the sum of ET (t) ·HR(t) of all tasks, which is equal to the cost
of fully elastic allocation scheme assuming that resources can
be acquired and released without any overhead. Even though
the resource capacity returned by FU does not guarantee that a
workflow finishes within RFT in practice, the value can be used
as the lower bound of the resource capacity.
Fig. 8. The task redistribution phase of the workflow shown in Fig. 4.
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• IterHEFT (Iterative search with HEFT algorithm): HEFT [45] is one
of popular workflow scheduling algorithms which calculates
themakespan of theworkflow against given hosts. HEFT selects
the task with the highest upward rankwhich is the length of the
longest path from the task to the exit task, i.e., (ET (t) + RFT −

LFTmax(t)), and schedules it on the resource that can finish the
task as early as possible. In general, the workflow makespan
is monotonically decreasing as the number of hosts increases
(up to the maximum parallelism of the workflow). Therefore,
we can determine the minimum amount of resources required
to finish the given workflow within a deadline by repeating
HEFT scheduling over a growing resource set until the resulting
makespan is equal to or shorter than RFT. This approach is based
on the idea of DCA [46] and Sudarsanam’s research [46].We can
reduce the search time by setting the initial resource set size
as the number of hosts calculated by FU. HEFT has O(n2p) time
complexity, where p is the number of hosts. IterHEFT requires n
iterations, while p varies from the value calculated by FU to n in
the worst case. Thus, the time complexity of IterHEFT is O(n4)
in the worst case.

• IterCPA (Iterative search with CPA algorithm): CPA [34] is a
scheduling algorithm for workflow with data-parallel tasks
and is known to provide good performance with low time
complexity (O(n(n + e)p)). CPA first allocates the number of
processors on which each task will run and then schedules the
allocated tasks using a list scheduling algorithm. In the same
manner as IterHEFT, IterCPA can find the minimum resource
capacity through iterations of CPA scheduling and its time
complexity is O(n3(n + e)).

5.3. Real application workflows

We perform a series of experiments with five workflows of
practical applications used in diverse scientific domains: Mon-
tage [18], CyberShake [28], Epigenomics [13], LIGO Inspiral Anal-
ysis Workflow [5], and SIPHT [26]. Montage creates custom image
mosaics of the sky on-demand and consists of four major tasks: re-
projection, background radiation modeling, rectification, and co-
addition. CyberShake is used by Southern California Earthquake
Center to characterize earthquake hazard. Epigenomics is used to
map epigenetic state of human cells on a genome-wide scale. The
DNA sequence data is split into several chunks, and then con-
version and filtering is performed on each chunk in parallel. The
final data are aggregated to make a global map. LIGO Inspiral Anal-
ysis Workflow is used by Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave
Observatory to detect gravitational waves in the universe. The de-
tected events are divided into smaller blocks and checked. SIPHT
automates the search for sRNA encoding-genes for all bacterial
replicons in the National Center for Biotechnology Information
database. SIPHT is composed of a variety of ordered individual pro-
grams on data. The structure of each workflow with the computa-
tion time and input/output data size of each task are summarized
in Fig. 9. Further information on these workflows can be obtained
from Bharathi et al.’s paper [3]. Note that the computation time
and the data size in Fig. 9 are example values and they may be
changed according to the problem sizewhile the structure remains
the same.

Bharathi et al. also provide a tool to generate DAX (Directed
Acyclic Graph in XML) of five applications for a given workflow
size, i.e., the number of tasks. The DAX file for workflow contains
everything BTS requires such as the list of tasks, dependencies
between tasks, and the computation time and input/output data
size of each task.

The resource model assumed in our experiments is inspired by
the real resource environments where the five applications are
profiled. The environments include the dedicated clusters from
Pittsburgh State University and University of Southern California,
the TeraGrid environments, and a Condor pool from University
of Wisconsin. The computing nodes in the systems have multiple
processors with dual or quad 2.0–2.7 GHz cores and memory of
up to 10 GB. They are fully connected via network and shares
storage. As discussed in Section 2, a resource provisioning system
can instantiate a resource environment similar to these systems.
For example, we can lease Large virtual machine instances for dual
core 2.4 GHz Xeon processors with 7.5 GB memory from Amazon
EC2 and the required storage space fromAmazon S3, connected via
the Amazon network infrastructure.

We apply BTS and IterHEFT to theDAX files of these applications
and compare the results to the optimal solutions. Since the time
complexity of finding an optimal solution with exhaustive search
is O(rn), we can use it only for very small workflows. For large
workflows, we introduce an ad-hoc method exploiting simple and
symmetric structure of workflow. Similar to the FU approach, the
optimum is calculated as the total execution time of tasks in the
parallel part of workflow divided by the RFT, excluding the time
to execute tasks which should be executed alone. For example,
in LIGO, the total execution time of all TmpltBadn, Inspiral, and
TrigBank tasks divided by the RFTminus the execution time of two
Thinca tasks is considered as the optimum resource capacity.

We measure the ratio between the optimum and the resource
capacity of BTS and IterHEFT for 10 workflows with different sizes
and for different RFTs ranging from 105% to 150% of the minimum
makespan for each application. As summarized in Fig. 10, both BTS
and IterHEFT are successfully able to find resource capacities close
to the optimum. In fact, the structure of many scientific workflows
is simple and symmetric. Especially, the list scheduling scheme
adopted by the iterative HEFT performs very well for such well-
structured workflows. For instance, The IterHEFT estimate is close
to the optimal with the Montage workflow, where the workflow’s
structure is completely symmetric and all tasks in the same level
have the same execution times. Nevertheless, the bottom line
is, even though IterHEFT can be better than BTS for workflows
with specific structures, the difference between BTS and IterHEFT
is quite narrow while BTS achieves noticeable gains with many
other classes of workflows as shown in this and the following
subsections. In addition, our generic and highly efficient approach
will enable BTS to deliver consistent quality even for future
applicationswithmore complicated structureswhile IterHEFTmay
need revisiting. Wewill analyze BTS and IterHEFT inmore detail in
Section 5.5.

Fig. 11 shows the cost of application over increments of RFT.
The y-axis represents the normalized cost of BTS and IterHEFT,
based on the cost of FU which represents the theoretical optimal
cost. The cost is the product of RFT and the resource capacity
calculated by each algorithm. The results show that both BTS
and IterHEFT reduce the cost by extending the deadline. The
cost saving is noticeable for Montage and CyberShake where the
tasks in the serial part (mIngtbl, mAdd, and Shrink in Montage
and ZipSeis and ZipPSA in CyberShake) dominate the makespan
of workflow. BTS and IterHEFT use the extended time (i.e., the
difference between RFT and the minimum makespan) to execute
the tasks concentrated on certain time slots (such as mDiffFit in
Montage and SeismogramSynthesis in CyberShake) with fewer
computing hosts. On the other hand, Epigenomics, LIGO, and SIPHT
that have regular parallelismperworkflow level are less benefitted
by relaxing time constraint than Montage and CyberShake.

We calculate the actual fee of five applications when users
lease compute resources from Amazon EC2. We align the deadline
to hourly boundaries, i.e., the time charge unit. Then, the total
cost is a product of workflow makespan, unit cost, and resource
capacity where the unit cost of a Large instance is $0.34 per
hour as of September 2010 [11]. Especially, we analyze how
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Fig. 9. Workflow structures of five applications with the information on computation time (CT) and input/output data size of each task.
Fig. 10. Estimated resource capacity compared to the optimal solution for practical scientific workflows.
Table 2
Actual costs of five applications when using Amazon EC2 Large instances ($0.34 per hour per node [11]) and comparison of estimation times of BTS and IterHEFT. The
conditions under which the estimation time is measured are described in Section 5.6.

Workflows Deadline (h) Cost Estimation time
IterHEFT BTS IterHEFT (s) BTS (s)

Montage (10000 tasks) 2 $90.44 $90.44 1253.2 44.5
Montage (10000 tasks) 3 $12.24 $12.24 1234.1 56.1
LIGO (3000 tasks) 3 $529.70 $515.10 93.8 7.6
LIGO (3000 tasks) 4 $498.55 $487.90 92.2 9.5
SIPHT (200 tasks) 4 $11.56 $11.56 0.5 0.3
SIPHT (200 tasks) 5 $10.64 $10.88 0.5 0.4
SIPHT (200 tasks) 6 $10.12 $10.20 0.5 0.6
CyberShake (6000 tasks) 6 $2205.55 $2119.90 145.2 12.5
CyberShake (6000 tasks) 7 $998.40 $942.48 143.8 13.6
CyberShake (6000 tasks) 8 $741.78 $719.44 142.4 14.2
CyberShake (6000 tasks) 9 $664.95 $643.96 146.7 16.5
Epigenomics (1200 tasks) 10 $1374.68 $1375.64 8.2 4.6
Epigenomics (1200 tasks) 11 $1235.74 $1246.10 8.3 5.3
Epigenomics (1200 tasks) 12 $1161.37 $1157.16 8.3 6.8
the deadline can influence the cost; we measure the cost of
workflows with exactly the same configurations except deadlines.
Note that we ignore the storage cost here because the data
amount generated by the applications are identical regardless of
the deadline, and Amazon S3 charges a monthly basis which is
much longer than the workflows’ makespans. As shown in Table 2,
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Fig. 11. The cost when using the resource capacities estimated by BTS and IterHEFT compared to the cost of fully elastic allocation scheme for increasing RFT. For each
graph, x-axis represents RFT in minutes and y-axis represents the relative cost.
the total cost decreases reversely with deadline. In particular,
the cost reduction is noticeable in the cases of Montage and
CyberShake. BTS and IterHEFT have achieved quite a competitive
quality with at most 4% difference. In terms of algorithm running
time, BTS not only surpasses IterHEFT regardless of workflow
size but also scales well. For example, BTS takes just less than
one minute for Montage with 10,000 tasks while IterHEFT spends
20min. The further analysis on the estimation timewill be given in
Section 5.6.

5.4. Unstructured random workflows

Even though we tried to restrict ourselves to collecting
real applications, the applications discussed in the previous
subsection are only a small fraction of all possible applications.
As the popularity of workflow technology increases, users can
design more complex applications using workflow design tools
(e.g., Wing) or workflow description languages (e.g., BPEL).
Therefore, we need to evaluate our algorithm against more
complex workflows with different structures. For this purpose,
we randomly generated unstructured workflows, in which any
task can be connected to one of any other tasks. We used six
parameters to synthesize workflows and tasks: the number of
tasks (N), the number of edges (E), the range of execution time
for each task (ET ), the range of host requirements for each R-task
(H), the percentage of M-tasks (MR), and the ratio of SET (t) to
FET (t) ofM-tasks (SR). Each edge connects two randomly selected
distinct tasks and the execution time of each task is selected via
random trials with a uniform distribution over the given ranges.
The host requirement for a task was randomly selected from 1 to
2H . The ranges of variables are selected to cover as many cases as
possible. Even though not provided in this paper, we performed
more experiments with bigger and various workflow sizes and a
wider range of ET and HR and the results show similar patterns to
the results given in this paper.

First, we conduct a set of experiments to evaluate BTS for
workflows with only R-tasks against IterHEFT. For other classes
of workflows, we compare the results to only the FU algorithm
because other algorithms take too much time to find solutions
for very complicated workflows. We generate various random
workflows with different parameters while varying the number
of tasks and edges, the range of execution time of tasks, and the
range of host requirements. Fig. 12 shows the results of resource
capacity estimated by three algorithms for the six sets of parameter
configurations. Each graph shows the average of ten randomly
generated workflows with the same parameters. For the four
graphs on the left and in the middle, where the host requirement
of each task is one, the resource capacity estimated by BTS is less
than 110% of the FU result with any workflows and RFTs. This
means that BTS can find the near-optimal resource capacity and
the utilization of resources is very high; the cost is close to that
of the fully elastic allocation scheme. We can also observe that
BTS performs slightly better than IterHEFT on average. By contrast,
for the two graphs on the right, where HRs of tasks are ranged
from 1 to 26, the difference between BTS and FU is wider, because
FU does not consider parallel tasks whose HRs are larger than
one. Thus, the result of FU is much smaller than in the optimal
case.

We also evaluate BTS with workflows having M-tasks against
IterCPA as presented in Fig. 13. We vary the number of edges for
the graphs on the left, and the percentage of M-tasks (MR) for the
graphs in the middle when SET (t) of M-task is zero. The result
shows that the estimation of BTS is close to the optimal solution.
The estimate difference between BTS and FU is at most 20%. We
can also see that BTS outperforms IterCPA on average. The two
graphs on the right present the results when the length of non-
parallelizable part, i.e., SET (t) of each M-task, is not zero. For FT,
we use the HR(t) of each M-tasks set by the BTS algorithm. We
observe that BTS is better than IterCPA, even though the difference
between BTS and FU becomes larger as the SET (t) increases and
RFT decreases.

5.5. Algorithm characteristics

In this subsection, we discuss the characteristics of algorithms
and the difference between BTS and IterHEFT. This discussion is
also valid for IterCPA because a list scheduling is conducted in the
second phase of CPA. First, we discuss why BTS performs better
than IterHEFT on average. HEFT schedules tasks as early as possible,
thus it can cause the idle time to be fragmented, while BTS more
flexibly determines the schedule of tasks within their schedulable
durations, to minimize the number of hosts. For example, Fig. 14
illustrates the difference of scheduling strategy between BTS and
HEFT. The workflow consists of six tasks and their execution times
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Fig. 12. Comparison of BTS, IterHEFT, and FU for various unstructured randomworkflowwithout anyM-task. For each grape, x-axis represents the RFT divided byminimum
makespan and y-axis represents the resource capacity.
Fig. 13. Comparison of BTS, IterCPA, and FU for various unstructured random workflow including M-tasks. For each grape, x-axis represents the RFT divided by minimum
makespan and y-axis represents the resource capacity.
(a) Workflow. (b) Schedule by HEFT. (c) Schedule by BTS.

Fig. 14. An example of over-estimation of IterHEFT.
are shown in Fig. 14(a). The deadline of the workflow is 5 UTs. As
shown in Fig. 14(b), HEFT concludes that the makespan is six with
two hosts and IterHEFT estimates that three hosts are required to
meet the deadline. The cause of this overestimate is that task 3 is
scheduled at the earliest possible time of host 1, even though it
can be delayed to time 2 without extending the makespan. As a
result, the time period from 0 to 1 of host 1 is wasted, and task
2 is scheduled after task 3 finishes. By contrast, BTS finds a more
efficient task schedule, since it knows that task 3 can be delayed to
time 5.

On the other hand, there are some cases where BTS overesti-
mates, even though BTS performs better than IterHEFT on average.
When deciding the start time of each task in the task redistribution
phase, BTS assumes that the start times of previously placed tasks
are optimal. This assumption is good for lowering the time com-
plexity, but it can fall into a local optimum. Fig. 15 shows an exam-
ple of over-estimation of BTS. For the workflow given in Fig. 15(a),
IterHEFT concludes that it needs two hosts as shown in Fig. 15(b)
while BTS concludes that one more hosts are required as shown
in Fig. 15(c). BTS relocates task 3 to time slot 4, and the relocation
is propagated to tasks 4 and 6. BTS concludes that the maximum
NH after relocating task 6 to all possible time slots (6–9) is three
and then stops. Even though only two hosts are required if the start
times of tasks 8 and7 are changed, BTS does not consider determin-
ing new start times of other tasks (tasks 5, 7, and 8) when deciding
the new start time of task 6.
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(a) Workflow. (b) Schedule by HEFT. (c) Schedule by BTS.

Fig. 15. An example of over-estimation of BTS.
Table 3
Comparison of turnaround time of BTS, IterHEFT, and IterCPA (in seconds).

Workflows withoutM-tasks IterHEFT BTS

n = 2000, e = 5000, r = 500 6.8 1.8
n = 5000, e = 10 000, r = 1000 153.9 12.7
n = 7500, e = 20 000, r = 2000 796.2 52.2
n = 10 000, e = 30 000, r = 4000 1984.1 88.8
n = 10 000, e = 30 000, r = 10 000 1997.4 208.8

Workflows withM-tasks (MR = 50%) IterCPA BTS

n = 2000, e = 5000, r = 500 27.5 6.6
n = 5000, e = 10 000, r = 1000 133.4 11.9
n = 7500, e = 20 000, r = 2000 998.1 60.3
n = 10 000, e = 30 000, r = 4000 3891.3 297.1
n = 10 000, e = 30 000, r = 10 000 3913.5 726.8

5.6. Comparison of estimation time

In addition to the estimation quality, the execution time of
algorithms themselves is important, since it is added to the
total execution time of the workflow from the users’ perspective.
According to the analysis in Section 4, the time complexity of BTS
isO(n2

+nr2+ner), while whose of IterHEFT and IterCPA areO(n4)
and O(n3(n + e)), respectively.

We measure the estimation time of IterHEFT, IterCPA, and BTS
with a variety ofworkflows on a desktopwith a 3.5 GHz Intel Core2
processor and 4 GB memory. We already have shown the results
for five real applications in Table 2 in the previous subsection.
In addition, we present the estimation time of BTS, IterHEFT, and
IterCPA for synthetic workflows with various parameters related
to the time complexity in Table 3. The results demonstrate that
BTS takes only a few minutes even with huge workflows having
thousands of tasks and edgeswhile the estimation time of IterHEFT
and IterCPA rapidly increases with workflow size. Overall, we
can conclude that BTS is more efficient than other approaches,
considering both the quality and the time of estimation, and
particularly the characteristics aremore highlightedwith large and
complex workflows.

5.7. Analysis of actual workflow makespan

BTS, HEFT, CPA, and all off-line scheduling algorithms rely on
the predicted execution time of task. However, the execution
of applications can be affected by a variety of system and
network dynamics and the actual execution time can change
nondeterministically. Especially, in our model, the variation of
the actual execution time is inevitable since even heterogeneous
resources can satisfy a user’s requirements. Thus, we investigate
the effect of the actual execution time of task on the workflow
makespan.

We use a normal distribution to model the actual execution
time of each task; the mean value (µ) is the given predicted
execution time, and the standard deviation (σ ) is set to 20% of
the mean value. The standard deviation has been deducted from
the real execution histories presented in [3] where they collected
statistical data of tasks from several executions of individual
applications on real clusters. Interestingly, the execution time of
task with the same input does not vary widely, and their standard
Table 4
Actual workflow makespan when the execution time of each task follows a normal
distribution (µ = the predicted execution time, σ = 0.2µ).

Workflows Makespan/RFT

Montage 104.08% ± 5.58%
Epigenomics 113.14% ± 6.93%
CyberShake 100.82% ± 9.77%
LIGO 117.22% ± 8.21%
SIPHT 101.52% ± 1.06%
Unstructured (n = 2000, e = 8000,MR = 0%) 98.4% ± 7.58%
Unstructured (n = 200, e = 800,MR = 50%) 106.3% ± 8.12%
Unstructured (n = 200, e = 800,MR = 100%) 110.4% ± 8.85%

deviations have at most 20% variances. Moreover, since resource
provisioning system provides computing hosts that satisfy the
user’s resource specification, the actual execution time is likely
to be shorter than the predicted value. Thus, we believe that our
simulation is representative of the real execution scenario.

We use a simple runtime scheduler that exploits ST (scheduled
start time) of task, generated by BTS. The scheduler aggressively
executes a task, t , on the HR(t) free computing hosts as soon as
possible if the following conditions are satisfied: (1) all parent
tasks of t are completed, (2) the number of free computing hosts is
larger than or equal to HR(t), and (3) all tasks whose ST is smaller
than ST (t) have started. These conditions enforce the execution
order determined by BTS. As such, the actual start time of task is
influenced by its parent tasks, and eventually the actual makespan
of workflow can differ from the deadline.

For each workflow, we repeat hundreds of trials and take the
average value of makespans divided by RFT and their standard
deviations. As shown in Table 4, the workflow makespan does not
increase significantly in most cases because the slack time due to
idle computing hosts or early-finished tasks can offset the delay of
tasks. For example, Montage takes less than 113% of RFT with the
probability of 95%.

A solution to meet the deadline is to apply BTS conservatively
by using the worst case execution time of task at the expense
of cost and resource utilization. That is, we calculate the cost
by setting the execution time of task (ET (t)) to the 105, 110,
and 120% of the predicted execution time. We set the deadline
to the 130% of minimum makespan of workflow, based on the
predicted execution time. We compare the cost based on the
adjusted execution time to the cost based on the original predicted
execution time and present the relative cost in Table 5. In addition,
we present the makespan divided by the deadline measured by
the runtime scheduler with the same configuration in previous
experiments (µ = the original predicted execution time, σ =

0.2µ). We can effectively reduce the deadline misses by adding
only 5% of the predicted time to the execution time, which ends
up with eight percent overhead in terms of cost for LIGO, SIPHT,
and Epigenomics. An interesting observation in this experiment
is the cases of Montage and CyberShake. As shown in Table 2,
the cost of these applications drops significantly with a slight
increment of the deadline. In other words, a slight sacrifice of the
deadline leads to high cost reversely. Understanding of the relation
amongworkflow structures, deadline, and the cost sensitivity is an
interesting issue, and we will further investigate this in our future
study.
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Table 5
The changes in the cost and the makespan when BTS is applied with increased ET (t) of every task and each task’s actual execution follows a normal distribution
(µ = its predicted execution time and σ = 0.2µ) and RFT is set to 130% of the minimummakespan.

Workflow 5% increased ET 10% increased ET 20% increased ET
Cost Makespan Cost Makespan Cost Makespan

Montage 1.164 98.41 ± 5.38% 1.481 92.04 ± 5.61% 2.355 84.08 ± 5.21%
LIGO 1.059 108.08 ± 6.83% 1.138 102.75 ± 8.12% 1.276 97.22 ± 7.21%
SIPHT 1.061 96.32 ± 1.08% 1.128 92.72 ± 0.96% 1.268 83.91 ± 0.89%
CyberShake 1.121 95.77 ± 8.91% 1.231 92.28 ± 9.37% 1.875 83.05 ± 9.01%
Epigenomics 1.080 106.04 ± 6.58% 1.133 100.14 ± 6.93% 1.298 95.30 ± 6.89%
*Unstr.1 1.059 94.18 ± 7.58% 1.130 92.48 ± 7.43% 1.219 84.08 ± 7.25%
**Unstr.2 1.079 100.48 ± 8.03% 1.136 98.08 ± 7.83% 1.264 92.51 ± 7.89%
* Unstructured synthetic workflow without anyM-tasks.
** Unstructured synthetic workflow of which 50% tasks areM-tasks.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm named BTS for
estimating the minimum resource capacity needed to execute a
workflow within a given deadline. This mechanism can bridge
the gap between workflow management systems and resource
provisioning systems. Moreover, the resource estimate is abstract
and it is independent of the resource selection mechanism, so it
can be easily integrated with any resource description languages
and resource provisioning systems. Through various experiments
with synthetic and real workflows, we have demonstrated
that BTS can estimate the resource’s capacity efficiently with
small overestimates comparable to the existing near-optimal
approaches. It also scaleswell, exhibiting a turnaround time of only
tens of seconds, even with large workflows having thousands of
tasks and edges.

There is some future work to improve the BTS algorithm.
First, we assumed that all resources required for the workflow
are held throughout the lifetime of application. However, it may
be less efficient than a fully elastic resource allocation scheme
considering the charge policy of the resource provisioning system.
For example, during the execution of a workflow which takes ten
hours, varying the number of computing hosts every hourmay lead
to better resource utilization and lower financial cost. Resource
provisioning systems such as Virtual Grid provide fine-grained
time-based resource reservation and allocation. An extension to
the BTS algorithm should be capable of exploiting such advanced
features of provisioning systems and enable more cost-efficient
workflow execution. For example, the BTS algorithm can be
evolved to an on-line algorithm which changes the resource
capacity dynamically according to the status of the workflow
and resources. Second, BTS does not consider network contention
when it determines the start time of each task. However, if
lots of tasks use the network at the same time, the execution
time may increase. BTS can be improved by distributing network
demands over time as well. Finally, workflows can have loops
or conditional branches. We expect that an on-line version of
the BTS algorithm in the future can handle such workflows as
well.
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